We present a data simulation package designed to create a series of simulated data samples for a detector with non-destructive sampling capability. The original intent of this software was to provide a method for generating simulated images for the Next Generation Space Telescope, but it is general enough to apply to almost any non-destructive detector or instrument. MultiDataSim can be used to generate "practice" sampling strategies for an instrument or field-of-view, and thus can be used to identify optimal observation strategies.
Introduction
MultiDataSim was written to test a cosmic-ray identification-and-rejection program (Offenberg, et. al., 1999) , written for the Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST). However, it is useful for many purposes and for other observatories. One use of MultiDataSim is to compare on the merits of various data sampling techniques and timing approaches when presented with a detector capable of non-destructive reads. By reading the detector many times, it is possible to manipulate the data in ways that would otherwise be unavailable, but defining an optimum strategy can become complicated. A study of this trade-space (Fixsen, et. al., in press ) suggests that there is no general solution to this question: it depends on the observing program and the specific parameters of the observation. This paper is divided into three parts. The first is a narrative background description of MultiDataSim and its potential uses. The second section provides the documentation for the software. The final section, the appendix, contains the C++ source code for the software itself. These studies are supported by the NASA Remote Exploration and Experimentation Project (REE), which is administered at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory under Dr. Robert Ferraro, Project Manager.
Background
There are several methods for observing a single field-of-view when a non-destructive capable-detector is used. We discuss two of them here (more information can be found in Fixsen, et. al., in press ).
The first is Fowler Sampling (Fowler & Gatley, 1990) , in which the detector is sampled N/2 times at the start of the observation, followed by a long integration and is then sampled N/2 times at the end of the observation. Essentially, we are measuring the accumulating charge N/2 times, so we can reduce the random read noise introduced by the detector by a factor of N/4.
A second method is to sample the data Up-the-Ramp, at set intervals during the observationsampling at uniform intervals being the simplest and most straightforward case. The signal is then computed as the slope of the ramp via a least-squares fit. The read-noise reduced by a factor of N/12 (in the uniform-weighted case). Up-the-Ramp sampling also allows observers to search the ramp for glitches (e.g. those caused by cosmic rays), saturated pixels, drift in the tracking, transient jitter and so on. Such suspect data could then be excluded from the processing while preserving the rest of the data. As this is just one possible trade, it is easy to see that Fowler vs Up-the-Ramp vs some other sampling method can be a complicated trade space.
The MultiDataSim tool allows the user to select an arbitrary set of sampling times; Uniform and Fowler sampling algorithms are already built into the code. The software starts with a noiseless "Real Sky" image and generates simulated observations for the specific intervals with appropriate noise contamination. Each sample is affected by Poisson noise (i.e. photon-counting statistics), random read noise and cosmic rays. Most of the default values are chosen for the NGST. Thus, the cosmic ray rate (5 particles cm −2 s −1 ) is that expected for a deep-space (L2) orbit, the physical pixel size is the baseline for NGST (27µ × 27µ × 10µ), and so on. It is possible to turn off these features, and override the default values on the command-line. The output images are generated as a sequence of FITS (Flexible Image Transport System) files, one sample of the detector array per file.
There are two functions which the authors have not yet had the opportunity to implement in MultiDataSim, although work-arounds exist for each. The first is to apply a non-linearity curve to the data, although this can be applied after the fact. MultiDataSim also does not apply a point-spread function (PSF) to the data. This can easily be done by applying the PSF to the input image.
Documentation
Calling sequence:
where inputfile is a FITS file containing the "ideal" input image. Most of the options are order-independent and can appear before or after the inputfile argument.
Options:
-co x Specifies a constant DC offset (versus dark current) to be applied to the image (default: 0.0).
-craa Specify to use cosmic-ray area-of-effect. This turns on a small mask so1% of the cosmic ray flux ends up in each of the 4 adjacent-neighbor pixels and .1% into the 4 diagonal-neighbor pixels.
-crr x Specifies cosmic ray rate as x events cm −2 sec −1 (default: 4).
-dc x Specifies the DC dark current is x e − sec −1 (default: 0.02).
-df file Specifies the path to the image containing the dark frame (default: dark frame is blank).
-expf file Specifies that the software should use a customized sample times instead of either Fowler or Uniform sampling. file is the name of an ascii file containing a list of sample times (one per line). The software will record a t=0 image as well as the ones specified. Using the -expf keyword overrides the "-fs", "-n", and "-t" keywords.
-ff file Specify Flat field image (default: none.)
-g x Specify the gain in e − data-unit −1 (default: 4).
-fs Specifies that the software should use Fowler Sampling instead of the default Uniform Sampling method. The interval between Fowler samples is 5 seconds.
-ie x
Specifies the exposure time of the "ideal" input image in seconds (default: 1000).
-n x Specifies that the observing sequence contains x observations including an observation at t=0 seconds (default: 64).
-nc Specifies that the software should not inject cosmic rays into the detector.
-ncf Specifies that the software should not record the injected cosmic ray events in separate files (see "-o").
-np Specifies that the software should not apply Poisson noise to the data.
-nr Specifies that the software should not apply readnoise to the data.
-o file Specifies the base file name for the output sequence (default: "datasim "). Each simulated data sample is stored in its own FITS file named fileXXXXXX.fit, where XXXXXX is the time of the sample during the integration, in whole seconds. Note that this notation imposes 2 limits: elapsed time between samples must be a minimum of 1 second, and the observing sequence as a whole is limited to 10 6 seconds. In addition to creating fileXXXXXX.fit, datasim also records cosmic ray events in a series of files fileXXXXXX.fit cosmic (unless the -ncf argument is specified).
-pix l,w,d Specify length, width, depth of pixel in µ (default: 27,27,10).
-r x Specify read noise in e − (default: 15).
-sc x Specifies angular shield coverage is x degrees (default: 1.0).
-t x Specifies that the observing sequence lasts x seconds (default: 1000).
-v Specifies that the software should run in "Verbose" mode. 
APPENDIX
The code here is long enough as it is, so we have omitted a few functions and files from this appendix. We include the header files which define C++ classes, but omit all other header files. The other header files contain just procedure prototype lines, so recreating them is straightforward.
The ran1 function (called in cosmic.cc) and the poidev and gasdev functions (called in detectorimage.cc) are all from the Numerical Recipes library, and can be found in the text Numerical Recipes (Press, Flannery, Teukolsky & Vetterling). We are using a version of the This preprint was prepared with the AAS L A T E X macros v4.0.
on-line library based on the 1986 edition of Numerical Recipes; unfortunately, that version of the library is Fortran-based, so the translation to C was awkward in places. We created a C library, librecipes g++, containing ran1, poidev and gasdev, plus the Numerical Recipes functions upon which these 3 depend. In addition to the Numerical Recipes library, we are also using the standard C math library.
Implementing FITS I/O is left as an exercise for the reader. The -lcfitsio in the Makefile refers to the "CFITSIO" library. The CFITSIO library is available from other sources on the web and is not included in this paper. We are using version 1.4, by William Pence (1998). INPUTS: int **image: 2-dimensional array containing image to which cosmic rays are to be added. int xs, ys:
Size of the image, in pixels, to which the cosmic rays are to be added. float time:
Number of seconds of integration for the image. float shieldcover Cutoff angle (in degrees) due to shield assume shield is perfect
OUTPUTS:
The image array is updated. Function returns a "1" upon success.
*****/ extern int VERBOSE; int cosmic(float **image, int xs, int ys, float time, float shieldcover, float rate, char mask, PIXEL P) { float edl = 100.; /* # electrons liberated per micron travel of H */ float n_rays; /* # cosmic rays on detector */ int i,j,k,m,p,q; float xpos, ypos, zpos; /* position of cosmic ray hit on detector */ float theta, cosphi,sinphi; /* direction angles (and cosine thereof) of cosmic ray velocity */ float pathlength; /* Total path length through detector */ int npath; /* number of micron steps needed to pass through detector */ float dpath; /* Number of microns per step. In theory, this is 1 by definition, except for the last step, but instead we seem to be assuming even not-quite-micron steps. */ float depath; /* Number of electrons liberated per step. */ float dx, dy, dz; /* Amount of motion per step */ float charge; int NHe = 0; n_rays = xs * P.x * 1e-4 * ys * P.y * 1e-4 * rate * time; n_rays = poidev(n_rays, &idnum); /* Add poisson statistics. */ if (n_rays < 0) { n_rays = 0; } /* Correct for negative number */ for (i=0; i<n_rays; i++) { /* Generate random numbers between 0..xs-1 and 0..ys-1. */ xpos = ran1(&idnum) * (float) xs; ypos = ran1(&idnum)* (float) ys; zpos = 0.0; theta = ran1(&idnum)*2*3.141592653; sinphi = sqrt(ran1(&idnum)); cosphi = sqrt(1.0 -sinphi*sinphi); if (asin(sinphi)/deg2rad > shieldcover) { /* 10% of the time, the CR will be a He nucleus, with 4 times the effect */ charge = ( ran1(&idnum) > 0.9) ? 2. : 1.; if (charge == 2.) {NHe++;} depath = 100.; dpath = 0.1; dx = cos(theta) * dpath * sinphi; /* x element per step */ dy = sin(theta) * dpath * sinphi; /* y element per step */ dz = dpath * cosphi; /* z element per step */ /* Compute position of cosmic ray at each step and add appropriate signal to detector array. Stop when outside the detector. */ for (zpos = 0.0; (zpos <= P.z) && (xpos>=0) && (ypos>=0) && (xpos<xs) && (ypos<ys); zpos += dz) { if (mask == 1) { // Add cosmic ray area-of-effect mask. The values are based on // Bernie Rauscher's cosmic ray measurements. int xxpp,yypp; float crmask [3] [3] = {{1.06e-3,1.66e-2,1.06e-3}, {1.66e-2,1.00,1.66e-2}, {1.06e-3,1.66e-2,1.06e-3}}; float crcont = depath*(charge*charge); for (xxpp=0; xxpp<=2; xxpp++) { for (yypp=0; yypp<=2; yypp++) { if ((xxpp+xpos-1 >= 0) && (yypp + ypos-1 >= 0) && (xxpp+xpos-1 < xs) && (yypp + ypos-1 < ys)) { image (argc, argv, filename, outfilebase, darkfile, flatfile, &offset, &duration, &numimg, &cosmicbool, &readnoise, &cosmicout, &dccurrent, &initexp, &shieldcover, exptimefile, &crrate, &rnvar, &gain, P) Written by Joel D. Offenberg, Raytheon ITSS ******/ #include <string.h> #include <math.h> float string2num (char *string) { float res=0.0, place=1.; int i, l; char dp = 0; l = strlen(string); for (i=0; i<l; i++) { case '9': if (dp == 1) { place /= 10; res += (string[i] -'0') * place; } else { res *= 10.0; res += (float) string[i] -'0'; } break; case '.': dp = 1; break; case 'e': case 'E': if (string[i+1] == '-') { res /= pow(10.,string2num(string+i+2)); } else { float tmp = 0, tmp2; tmp = string2num(string+i+2); tmp2 = pow(10.0,tmp); res *= pow(10.,string2num(string+i+2)); } i=l; break; default:
break; } }
